Loyola Women’s Hostel

Hostel Day Celebration - Kaleidoscope 2015

Hostel Day Mass-21-2-2015 (Saturday)

A grand traditional and royal welcome with Poi Kaal Kuthirai Aatam, Peacock dance and Flowers was given to the Chief Guest, Ms. Innocent Divya I.A.S and other dignitaries.
The celebration started with a beautiful Prayer Dance

Rev. Fr. A. M. Francis Jayapathy SJ Rector, addressing the gathering

Dignitaries including Rev. Fr. A.M. Francis Jayapathy, S.J., Rector, Loyola College, Rev. Dr. G. Joseph Antony Samy, S.J., Principal, Loyola College, Rev. Dr. M. Albert William, S.J., Secretary Loyola College, Rev. Dr. John Pragasam, Dean, LICET and the esteemed Chief Guest, Ms. Innocent Divya were seated on the Dias. Fr. Principal and Fr. Rector felicitated the inmates of the hostel.
Chief Guest Ms. Innocent Divya addressed the gathering

Chief Guest Ms. Innocent Divya delivered a thought provoking speech on women’s Education and its importance.

Prize Distribution

Prizes for various competitions were also distributed by the dignitaries.
The cultural program began with the Tamil traditional Folk Dance.

Mrs. Tamizhachi Thangapandian, the guest of honor gave a speech on the importance of Tamil tradition.
Various other colorful cultural events like Western dance, Singing, Theme Dance, Mime, Folk Dance, Secular Dance, and Tamil Comic Play were also performed by the students.